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Ordering Information

AQL-P-4

Controls 4 relays, 3 valves, 1 heater + solar

AQL-PS-4

Controls 4 relays, 4 valves, 2 heaters + solar

AQL-PS-8

Controls 8 relays, 4 valves, 2 heaters + solar

AQL-PS-8-V

Controls 4 relays, 4 valves, 2 heaters + solar, with 4 soft keys

AQL-PS-16

Controls 16 relays, 8 valves, 2 heaters + solar

AQL-PS-16-V

Controls 8 relays, 4 valves, 2 heaters + solar, with 8 soft keys

Electronic Chlorination
AQL-CL

40,000-gallon electronic chlorine generator kit, 15’ cable

AQL-CL-25

40,000-gallon electronic chlorine generator kit, 25’ cable

AQL-CL-20G

20,000-gallon electronic chlorine generator kit, 15’ cable

GLX-CELL-15

40,000-gallon electronic chlorine generator replacement cell, 15’ cable

GLX-CELL-5

20,000-gallon electronic chlorine generator replacement cell, 15’ cable

Aqua Logic

®

Wireless Remotes
AQL2-POD

Aqua Pod waterproof, programmable wireless handheld remote

AQL-SS-RF

Wireless waterproof spa-side remote

AQL2-TW-RF-P-4

White wireless tabletop remote for use with Aqua Logic P-4

AQL2-TG-RF-P-4

Gray wireless wall remote for use with Aqua Logic P-4

AQL2-TB-RF-P-4

Black wireless wall remote for use with Aqua Logic P-4

AQL2-TW-RF-PS-(4, 8 or 16)

White wireless tabletop remote for use with Aqua Logic PS-4/8/16

AQL2-TG-RF-PS-(4, 8 or 16)

Gray wireless tabletop remote for use with Aqua Logic PS-4/8/16

AQL2-TB-RF-PS-(4, 8 or 16)

Black wireless tabletop remote for use with Aqua Logic PS-4/8/16

AQL2-WW-RF-PS-(4, 8 or 16)

White wireless wall remote for use with Aqua Logic PS-4/8/16

AQL2-WG-RF-PS-(4, 8 or 16)

Gray wireless wall remote for use with Aqua Logic PS-4/8/16

AQL2-WB-RF-PS-(4, 8 or 16)

Black wireless wall remote for use with Aqua Logic PS-4/8/16

All the control
you’ll need to create
the ultimate pool
experience.

Wired Remotes
AQL-WW-P-4

White wired wall remote for use with Aqua Logic P-4

AQL2-WW-PS-(4, 8 or 16)

White wired wall remote for use with Aqua Logic PS-4/8/16

AQL2-WG-PS-(4, 8 or 16)

Gray wired wall remote for use with Aqua Logic PS-4/8/16

AQL2-WB-PS-(4, 8 or 16)

Black wired wall remote for use with Aqua Logic PS-4/8/16

AQL-SS-6B-W/B or G

6-function wired spa-side remote available in white, black or gray

AQL-SS-6B-BOX

Mud box uses in cement applications

AQL-SS-D-W/B or G

8-function wired spa-side remote available in white, black or gray

AQL-SS-D-BOX

Mud box uses in cement applications

RF Base Stations
AQL2-BASE-RF

Aqua Pod and wireless remote RF base station

AQL-BASE-RF

Spa-side remote base station

Just one of the many ways we’re reinventing the pool experience.
To learn more, call 1-866-447-7859 or
visit www.goldlinecontrols.com.
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The Best Experience,
Automatically.

The Best Experience,
Automatically.

Aqua Logic
Automation and Chlorination
®

Create the ideal backyard environment
and keep it that way, automatically.
Aqua Logic makes operating all essential pool and
spa functions, as well as designing and controlling
custom light shows with Hayward’s ColorLogic® LED lights and other
outdoor features, as simple as can be.

Programming is simple
Aqua Logic is designed to be programmed in minutes,

inside the unit’s door. Programming Aqua Logic can be

not hours. Setup is intuitive — it doesn’t take an engineer

accomplished directly on the unit’s key pad or from a

to master it. Instructions are clear, concise and loaded

full-function wireless or wired remote. And remember,

with step-by-step visual aids. In addition to the printed

Customer Service is only a toll-free phone call away.

materials that come in the box, there’s a setup reminder

Ideal for any new installation or upgrade, Aqua Logic manages everything
from water flow and purification to underwater lights, heaters, jets and a
range of other features, including sprinklers and outdoor lighting.
With Aqua Logic and a little imagination, creating the ultimate pool
experience isn’t just possible, it’s effortless.

Convenient REMOTE CONTROL
For the greatest possible convenience, Aqua Logic is fully
compatible with these optional “plug and play” remote
control units:

Performance is impressive

Aqua PodTM — Floating, waterproof and fully rechargeable,
There’s practically no limit to what Aqua Logic can do.
And once it’s programmed, it does it automatically.
Here’s a brief overview of Aqua Logic’s capabilities:
• Purification — In conjunction with
Goldline Controls’ electronic
chlorination kit, Aqua Logic
automatically turns a small amount of ordinary table salt
dissolved in the pool water into a self-renewing supply
of fresh, pure chlorine. Not only does this satisfy 100% of
the pool’s sanitization requirements, it also eliminates the
mixing, measuring and mess associated with traditional
chlorine products.

• Water Quality — Aqua Logic ensures soft, silky smooth
water at all times.
• Heating — Program gas, electric or solar pool heaters
to maintain a desired temperature. Automatically lower
temperature during periods of inactivity.

this 21-function handheld controller operates up to 500
feet away from Aqua Logic unit.
Wireless Remotes — Portable displays for wireless
contol operates up to 500 feet away from Aqua Logic

unit. Multiple wireless remotes may be used with a single
system providing indoor, outdoor or poolside control.
Wired Remotes — Fixed-location display and keypad
for hardwiring up to 500 feet away from main Aqua Logic
unit. Up to three wired remotes may be connected to a
single system.

• Filtration — Aqua Logic can be set to provide a basic
daily filtration schedule or customized to correspond
to a range of activity levels. For example, increasing
the frequency and length of the filtering cycle during
weekends, when use is more likely to be heavy, and
going into “economy mode” during the rest of the week.
• Pool or Spa Features — Turn spa jets on or off;

Choices are endless
Aqua Logic makes it possible for every pool or spa owner

functionality, ease of operation, innovative design and

to create and control the backyard environment of their

quality construction make it the ideal choice for any new

dreams. Its unprecedented combination of multi-

installation or existing pool upgrade.

automate lighting to create mood and enhance safety.
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